Marriage to Measure (Serenity Holland Book 3)

When Serenity Holland proposes to her
long-time boyfriend Jeremy, shes certain
forever is a perfect fit. As the wedding train
steams forward, though, Serenity starts to
wonder if they really are an ideal match.
From a crusty old ring to a dilapidated
house shes left to renovate on her own not
to mention the appearance of Jeremys
clingy ex-fiancee engagement feels more
like disengagement. Even worse, wedding
plannings like a bad hangover as Serenity
juggles the wishes of family and friends
with her bossy mother-in-law-to-be,
resulting in a Frankenwedding nothing like
the simple ceremony she envisioned. Can
Serenity knit her relationship back together
and fashion a celebration that suits, or will
I do become I dont?
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